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Abstract
The concept of the beginning of Cosmos appears to be problematic. Not only ancient theological, but also present-day
physical approaches evoke many questions. They originate in the deﬁnition of time, its dimensionality and its scale. If
we accept the Standard Model, all physical processes including processes utilised in clocks (chronometric processes) lose
their theoretical basis in the vicinity of the initial singularity. The singularity is hidden behind horizon. Does it mean
that the singularity did not exist?
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Like the Tao,
the Indefinite that can be named
is not the true Indefinite.
1 Ancient theological and
philosophical approaches
Every mortal has been born, every particular thing
emerged at a certain moment in the past. However,
can the concept of the beginning also be applied to
the whole Universe? And can it be applied on time
itself? Among the variety of theological and scientiﬁc
theses that have appeared during history, we can ﬁnd
both positive and negative answers. The weightiest
argument is perhaps that “Nothing can emerge from
nothing”. This thesis comes from experience with
the “ordinary world” and can be understood as an
intuitively and vaguely formulated conservation law.
Creation and annihilation would therefore be impos-
sible. From this rule, many concepts of an eternal
(and usually also static) Universe have been deve-
loped, e.g. the models of Aristotle, of the Epicureans,
and also most of the modern concepts valid until the
middle of the 20th century.
Cosmological (rather cosmogonical) conceptions
point to a fundamental problem, to the deﬁnition
of the very concept of “beginning”, “genesis”, “cre-
ation” or “emergence”. What do these words mean?
I want to stress that they denote not only “com-
ing out from pure nothingness”, but also “rising up
from something diﬀerent by adding some new qual-
ity”. Addition of a new quality means formation,
ordering, organising — for example, condensation
of a new phase in some physical system or some
(re)structuring. The Greek term for order was Cos-
mos. From the time of the Pythagoreans this term
has also labelled the Wholeness, the Universe, the
world. The reason was that the Pythagoreans recog-
nised and realised the order which governs the whole.
(However, the idea of mathematical order in the Uni-
verse is much older. It was common already in an-
cient Egypt, in the Old kingdom.) So the emer-
gence of Cosmos can mean the ordering of the initial
state — Chaos. Such conceptions were widely spread
during antiquity. We can ﬁnd them e.g., in Egyptian
and Greek mythology, and also in many philosophical
approaches. For example, according to Anaxagoras
the initial Chaos was ordered by a supernatural agent
called Nous. And, according to Plato, Cosmos was
arranged from the original Chaos by the ordering ac-
tivity of “god” Demiurgos (“skilled worker”). [1] The
Stoics believed in the rise of Cosmos from Fire, i.e.
from an unorganised hot state of matter. Fire was
part of the whole universal cosmic cycle — Ekpyro-
sis.
Fig. 1: First words of Genesis (in old Hebrew)
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1.1 Creation and the Book of Genesis
Did the Christian God also create the world by or-
dering? What does the Holy Scripture describe? The
traditional interpretations say that God created the
Universe from nothing. However in the Book of Gen-
esis is written:
In the beginning God created
the Heaven and the Earth. . . [2]
So, it is not stated that God created the Whole-
ness, the Universe itself. (However, old Hebrew had
not terms for abstracts.) And it is not even explic-
itly stated that Creation was made from pure noth-
ingness. The creative activities of the Christian God
and of Plato’s Demiurgos need not be principally in
contradiction.
1.2 Approaches of Augustine and
Thomas Aquinas
Non est mundus factus in tempore,
sed cum tempore.
Augustinus Aurelius
In the 5th century, St. Augustine formulated idea
that God created time together with the world. How-
ever, this assertion could appear paradoxical even
from his own viewpoint. “Creation” is, as a rule,
regarded as an activity taking place in time, there-
fore it cannot be related to time itself. (It was
Augustine himself who stressed that, in all our ex-
pressions, “time” or temporal information is implic-
itly hidden in the grammar, and this “grammatical
time” could contradict explicit formulated assertions
about time. “Creation of time” is a self-referring
concept, self contradictory which from logical view-
point must be eliminated.) How can this paradox be
solved?
One possible answer can be found in the Summa
Theologica by St. Thomas Aquinas (13th century). [4]
Thomas distinguished between creation understood
philosophically (metaphysically), with no reference
to (ordinarily understood) temporality, and creation
understood theologically (and also ordinarily, phys-
ically). He concluded that God created the world
in the philosophical meaning of the time; creation is
not any change, no ordering, nor an act in time. It
represents continual activity (continual in ordinary
time), a process causing the existence of whatever
is. Without this activity all things would disappear.
(So “God” is an answer to the question: “Why is
there something and not nothing?”) Creation and
eternality are thus not in contradiction, God could
create even an eternal world if he wanted to do so.
(Through these considerations Thomas believed in a
temporally limited world.) [3]
Can these ideas be reﬂected in the framework of
present-day science? Thomas’ conceptions can eas-
ily be described by two-dimensional time. One co-
ordinate is ordinary (physical, or “theological” in
Thomas’s terminology) time. In this dimension all
physical and human processes take place, and in this
dimension the Big Bang also took place (as a singu-
larity in the standard cosmology). The other perpen-
dicular coordinate represents “divine”, metaphysical
or imaginary time (“philosophical”) in which God
created our Cosmos with its whole history. I am
aware that the introduction of a “divine quality”, i.e.,
a quality without a clear relation to observable phys-
ical entities, may be unacceptable to most scientists.
On the other hand, complex, i.e. two dimensional,
time with one real and one imaginary (“divine”?)
coordinate, has also been introduced by modern cos-
mology. [5] So imaginary coordinates not only solve
(or rather describe) the “mystery of Creation”, but
also help present-day cosmologies to understand the
mystery of singularity, the Big Bang. In this way
modern cosmology returns back to forgotten ancient
conceptions. However, there remain many doubts:
Does “complex time” play any role in “ordinary”
physics, or is it only a “deus ex machina”, rescuing
physicists from troubles of the singularity?
2 Physics of Time
The term “time” has many meanings, but we will
limit only to the “physical time” here.
Time has qualitative and quantitative aspects. Its
(local) quantitative aspect is represented by its scale.
The theoretical and practical realization of the time
scale is an issue in physics, because scales are deter-
mined by a physical realization of time units. How-
ever, the choice of a “proper” scale belongs rather to
metaphysics.
In early times people used astronomical scales
based on the rotation of the Earth and its motion
around the Sun. A range of sundials were con-
structed. Afterwards, clocks were developed, utilising
various chronometric processes: the motion of sand
or water in hourglasses and clepsydras, the oscilla-
tion of a balance wheel, pendulums, the oscillation of
the photons emitted by an energy jump in a speciﬁc
atom (atomic clocks), etc. There was an eﬀort to use
scales which are mutually interconnected (“solidary
scales”). When a new “better” clock (and a “bet-
ter” scale) was introduced, it had to oﬀer a better
approach to some “ideal scale”, “ideal time”. How-
ever, the “ideal scale” itself is unattainable in prac-
tices. It is something like a Platonic idea. So the
practical criterion has been only “mutual solidarity”
of clocks; all clocks have to exhibit the same time,
or their individual times have to be linearly depen-
dent. Continual improvements of clocks (scales) en-
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able slighter and slighter physical phenomena to be
measured, including the irregularities of the phenom-
ena (chronometric processes) that had made an ear-
lier clock “worse” — non-uniformity of the rotation
of the Earth, non-homogeneity of the gravitational
ﬁeld, etc. Mutual solidarity of clocks has led to the
practical deﬁnition of the timescale till today: “oﬃ-
cial time” is deﬁned as the weighted average of the
times of certain representative precise clocks (now
atomic clocks).
Temporal scales are in practise realized by clocks
(supplemented by calendars). Clocks perform some
physical chronometric process, and some measuring
instrument of the characteristics of the chronometric
process. The chronometric process is usually peri-
odical processes, the measuring instrument being a
counter of periods (i.e. memory) and sometimes also
a tool for measuring the phases of the period (with
some important exceptions, of course, e.g. mea-
suring elapsed time by the decay of radioactive nu-
clei — the C14 method, geological methods, measur-
ing of the age of the Universe by its expansion, etc.).
The realization of the chronometric process requires
the validity of the whole chain of physical laws, the
most general being perhaps the energy conservation
law. However, the dependence is mutual. We can
say that only a certain class of (linearly dependent)
timescales guarantees the conservation of energy (and
other physical laws).
An interesting attempt to solve cosmological prob-
lems by introducing a slightly varied timescale was
made in the mid 20th century by E. A. Milne. In
addition to the ordinary “atomic time” scale, Milne
introduced another “cosmological” time scale, which
was (very slightly) nonlinearly dependent on the
atomic scale. The divergences between these scales
were not observable in practice, but the eﬀect was
such that the age of the Universe in “cosmological”
time was inﬁnite. [6]
3 Metaphysics of Time Scale
As I have mentioned, the choice of a chronometric
process and the (physical) law describing this pro-
cess is principally arbitrary. As has been stressed
by Henri Poincare´, the only criterion for “reasonable
choice” is the demand for simplicity of physical laws
(i.e. also simplicity of the description of most pro-
cesses around us [7]). Nevertheless, there arises a
fundamental problem: how can we deﬁne a time scale
in situations when no clocks are available? Naturally,
we could extrapolate the validity of our physical laws,
i.e. “extrapolate the existence of clocks”. Most of us
believe that our physics describes all natural (phys-
ical) phenomena, not only here and now. (This as-
sumption has been an extremely fruitful epistemo-
logical tool throughout the history of science. This
belief is also supported by astronomers, who observe
events at great spatial and temporal distances. So,
where is the problem?
I consider there could be serious trouble with ex-
trapolation of time — i.e. the scale of time — to
the very beginning, to the Big Bang or to Creation,
if you want. Any extrapolation is a risky business
when we extrapolate to a quite unknown situation.
This is the situation of the very beginning of our Cos-
mos. It seems evident that there were no rigid bodies,
no oscillators based on them (pendulums, crystals,
etc.), there were no bodies bounded by simple gravi-
tational interaction, there were no atoms with elec-
tron shells, etc. There was nothing from which “rea-
sonable clocks” could be constructed. The conditions
were so extraordinary that they cannot be described
even by (present-day) physics. (Was it still natural,
or was it a supernatural state of aﬀairs?) And, even
worse, the most general framework for all chronomet-
ric processes — the energy conservation law — was
also deconstructed here. (See problems with the de-
ﬁnition of energy in general relativity or in theories
concerning the Higgs ﬁeld and “false vacua”.)
If we accept the standard cosmological model, we
have no way to extrapolate our time scale to the very
beginning, to the starting point, to Creation. Our
physics (and whole scientiﬁc approach) is conﬁned by
a horizon which can be approached but never reached
or even exceeded. We can introduce various time
scales, but no timescale can be “physically” extrap-
olated across the horizon. Time is represented by an
open set, a set without the ﬁrst point. Similar sit-
uation concerns spatial scale. (Deﬁnition of meter
is interconnected with deﬁnition of second through a
constant, speed of light.) So the deconstruction refers
to the whole concept of space-time. The horizon is
an epistemological horizon, a horizon of physics itself.
It separates the (principally) known from the (princi-
pally) unknown, physics from metaphysics, Cosmos
from Chaos, natural from supernatural. Does the
horizon also represent an ontological boundary?
4 Conclusion
My short theorization implies that the very concept
of a beginning of the Universe (in the framework of
the Standard Model) lacks a physical foundation. It
is also the reason why we cannot extrapolate our tem-
poral scale to the very beginning. The concept of the
age of the Universe therefore also remains unspeci-
ﬁed.
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